We show that quantum-to-classical channels, i.e., quantum measurements, can be asymptotically simulated by an amount of classical communication equal to the quantum mutual information of the measurement, if sufficient shared randomness is available. This result generalizes Winter's measurement compression theorem for fixed independent and identically distributed inputs [Winter, CMP 244 (157), 2004] to arbitrary inputs, and more importantly, it identifies the quantum mutual information of a measurement as the information gained by performing it, independent of the input state on which it is performed. Our result is a generalization of the classical reverse Shannon theorem to quantum-to-classical channels. In this sense, it can be seen as a quantum reverse Shannon theorem for quantum-to-classical channels, but with the entanglement assistance and quantum communication replaced by shared randomness and classical communication, respectively. The proof is based on a novel one-shot state merging protocol for "classically coherent states" as well as the post-selection technique for quantum channels, and it uses techniques developed for the quantum reverse Shannon theorem [Berta et al., CMP 306 (579), 2011].
I. INTRODUCTION
Measurement is an integral part of quantum theory. It is the means by which we gather information about a quantum system. Although the classical notion of a measurement is rather straightforward, the quantum notion of measurement has been the subject of much thought and debate [1] . One interpretation is that the act of measurement on a quantum system causes it to abruptly jump or "collapse" into one of several possible states with some probability, an evolution seemingly different from the smooth, unitary transitions resulting from Schrödinger's wave equation. Some have advocated for a measurement postulate in quantum theory [20] , while others have advocated that our understanding of quantum measurement should follow from other postulates [62] . and differ from general measurements as the latter may have several operators M x,s corresponding to the result x [23] .
The fact that the quantity in (1) can become negative for some quantum measurements excludes it from being a generally appealing measure of information gain. To remedy this situation, Buscemi et al. later advocated for the following measure to characterize the information gain of a quantum measurement when acting upon a particular state ρ [9, 39, 50, 57] :
where I(X : R) ω ≡ H(X) ω +H(R) ω −H(XR) ω is the quantum mutual information of the following state:
The register X is a classical register containing the outcome of the measurement, M ≡ {M x } is a collection of completely positive, trace non-increasing maps characterizing the measurement (for which the sum map x M x is trace preserving), I is the identity map, and |ρ AR is a purification of the initial state ρ on system A to a purifying system R. The advantages of the measure of information gain in (3) are as follows:
• It is non-negative.
• It reduces to Groenewold's quantity in (1) for the special case of measurements of the form in (2) [9] .
• It characterizes the trade-off between information and disturbance in quantum measurements [9] .
• It has an operational interpretation in Winter's measurement compression protocol as the optimal rate at which a measurement gathers information [60] .
This last advantage is the most compelling one from the perspective of quantum information theory-one cannot really justify a measure as an information measure unless it corresponds to a meaningful information processing task. Indeed, when reading the first few paragraphs of Groenewold's paper [24] , it becomes evident that his original motivation was information theoretic in nature, and with this in mind, Winter's measure in (3) is clearly the one Groenewold was seeking after all.
In spite of the above arguments in favor of the information measure in (3) as a measure of information gain, it is still lacking in one aspect: it is dependent on the state on which the quantum measurement M acts in addition to the measurement itself. A final requirement that one should impose for a measure of information gain by a measurement is that it should depend only on the measurement itself. A simple way to remedy this problem is to maximize the quantity in (3) over all possible input states, leading to the following characterization of information gain:
for ω RX as in (4) . The quantity above has already been identified and studied by previous authors as an important information quantity, being labeled as the "purification capacity" of a measurement [33, 34] or the "information capacity of a quantum observable" [29] . The above quantity also admits an operational interpretation as the entanglement-assisted capacity of a quantum measurement for transmitting classical information [3, 28, 29] , though it is our opinion that this particular to perform a new measurement, whose result she communicates to Bob, such that Bob can recover the actual measurement output X n using the message and the shared randomness. If the simulation scheme works for any input, we can associate the amount of communication with the information gained by the measurement.
operational interpretation is not sufficiently compelling such that we should associate the measure in (5) with the notion of information gain. The main aim of this paper is to address this issue by providing a compelling operational interpretation of the measure in (5).
II. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
In this paper, our main contribution is to show that I(M) is the optimal rate at which a measurement gains information when many identical instances of it act on an arbitrary input state.
In our opinion, this new result establishes (5) as the information-theoretic measure of information gain of a quantum measurement. In more detail, let A denote the input Hilbert space for a given measurement M. We suppose that a third party prepares an arbitrary quantum state on a Hilbert space A ⊗n , which is equivalent to n identical copies of the original Hilbert space A, where n is a large positive number. A sender and receiver can then exploit some amount of shared random bits and classical communication to simulate the action of n instances of the measurement M (denoted by M ⊗n ) on the chosen input state, in such a way that it becomes physically impossible for the third party, to whom the receiver passes along the measurement outcomes, to distinguish between the simulation and the ideal measurement M ⊗n as n becomes large (the third party can even keep the purifying system of a purification of the chosen input state in order to help with the distinguishing task). By design, the information gained by the measurement is that relayed by the classical communication. Following [60] , we call this task universal measurement compression.
We prove that the optimal rate of classical communication is equal to I(M), if sufficient shared randomness is available.
The information-theoretic task outlined above is also known as channel simulation (depicted in Figure 1 ), and it has been well studied for the case of fully classical channels (with classical inputs and classical outputs) [3, 13, 14] and fully quantum channels (with quantum inputs and quantum outputs) [2, 3, 7] . The "in-between" case of channels with quantum inputs and classical outputs (i.e., measurements) has been studied as well [60] (see also [57] ), but as mentioned above, the problem of simulating many instances of a quantum measurement on an arbitrary input state has not been studied before this paper. Beyond its intrinsic interest as an information-processing task, channel simulation has two known concrete applications: in establishing a strong converse rate for a channel coding task [2] [3] [4] [5] and in rate distortion coding (lossy data compression) [16] [17] [18] 59 ].
Our paper also features some related results of interest. We characterize the optimal rate region consisting of the rates of shared randomness and classical communication that are both necessary and sufficient for the existence of a measurement simulation, whenever both the sender and receiver are required to obtain the measurement outcomes (this is known as a feedback simulation since the sender also obtains the measurement outcomes). We also characterize the optimal rate region of shared randomness and classical communication for a non-feedback simulation, in which the sender is not required to obtain the measurement outcomes. Note that if sufficient shared randomness is available and we are only interested in quantifying the rate of classical communication, then there is no advantage of a non-feedback simulation over a feedback one-the optimal rate of classical communication is given by (5).
Our proof technique in this paper exploits ideas from the approach in [7] for proving the fully quantum reverse Shannon theorem. In fact, one can think of our approach here as a "classicalized"
or "dephased" version of that approach. In particular, we begin by establishing a protocol known as "classically coherent state merging," which is a variation of the well-known state merging protocol [30, 31] specialized to classically coherent states (see Section III for definition). We then show how time-reversing this protocol and exchanging the roles of Alice and Bob leads to a protocol known as "classically coherent state splitting." It suffices for our purposes for this protocol to use shared randomness and classical communication rather than entanglement and quantum communication,
respectively. Generalizing this last protocol then leads to a one-shot state-and-channel simulation which is essentially optimal when acting on a single copy of a known state. Finally, we exploit the post-selection technique for quantum channels [10] and the aforementioned state splitting protocol to show that it suffices to simulate many instances of a measurement on a purification of a particular de Finetti quantum input state in order to guarantee that the simulation is asymptotically perfect when acting on an arbitrary quantum state. We then show that applying very similar reasoning as above along with randomness recycling [2] solves the non-feedback case.
We organize this paper as follows. In Section III, we introduce our notation and review preliminary concepts such as states, distance measures, channels, isometries, entropies, smooth entropies, and classically coherent states. Section IV then introduces one-shot protocols for state merging and state splitting of classically coherent states (the classical state splitting protocol turns out to be the most important tool for proving our main result). Section V provides a proof of our main results for the case of feedback and non-feedback simulations, and we shortly comment on possible extensions and applications in Section VI. We finally conclude in Section VII by summarizing our results and stating some directions for future research. 
, and the quantum fidelity
. We use the notation ρ A ≈ ε σ A to indicate that ρ A and σ A are ε-close with respect to the purified distance: P (ρ A , σ A ) ≤ ε. We define the ε-ball around ρ A as B ε (ρ A ) = {ρ A ∈ S ≤ (A) :ρ A ≈ ε ρ A }. The tensor product of two Hilbert spaces A and B is denoted by AB ≡ A ⊗ B. Given a multipartite operator ρ AB ∈ P(AB), we unambiguously write
for the enlargement on any joint Hilbert space AB, where 1 B denotes the identity operator acting on L(B). Isometries from A to B are denoted by V A→B . For Hilbert spaces A, B with orthonor-
and |A| = |B|, the canonical identity mapping from L(A) to L(B) with respect to these bases is denoted by I A→B , i.e., I A→B (|i j| A ) = |i j| B . A linear map
for all ρ A ∈ P(A). It is completely positive if the map (E A→B ⊗ I C→C ) is positive for all C. Completely positive and trace preserving maps are called quantum channels. The support of ρ A ∈ P(A) is denoted by supp(ρ A ), the projector onto supp(ρ A ) is denoted by ρ 0 A and tr ρ 0 A = rank(ρ A ), the rank of ρ A . For ρ A ∈ P(A) we write ρ A ∞ for the operator norm of ρ A , which is equal to the maximum eigenvalue of ρ A . Diamond Norm. We will need a distance measure for quantum channels. We use a norm on the set of quantum channels which measures the bias in distinguishing two such mappings. In quantum information theory, this norm is known as the diamond norm [37] . Here, we present it in a formulation which highlights that it is dual to the well-known completely bounded (cb) norm [44] .
be a linear map. The diamond norm of E A is defined as
where 1 and I k denotes the identity map on states of a k-dimensional quantum system.
The supremum in Definition 1 is reached for k = |A| [37, 44] . Two quantum channels E and F are called ε-close if they are ε-close in the metric induced by the diamond norm.
Classically Coherent States. We say that a pure state |ψ ψ|
classically coherent with respect to systems X A X B if there is an orthonormal basis {|x } such that |ψ can be written in the following form:
for some probability distribution p x and states |ψ x R . Harrow realized the importance of classically coherent states for quantum communication tasks [25] , while Refs. [22, 51] recently exploited this notion in devising a "decoupling approach" to the Holevo-Schumacher-Westmoreland coding theorem [27, 49] that is useful for our purposes here. Classically coherent states are also related to Zurek's approach to decoherence [61] , in which classicality arises from an inaccessible environment possessing an "imprint" of a classical state in superposition (as in the above state if we think of X B as an environment).
Entropies. Recall the following standard definitions. The von Neumann entropy of ρ A ∈ S(A) is defined as 1
The quantum relative entropy of ρ A ∈ S ≤ (A) with respect to σ A ∈ P(A) is given by
if supp(ρ A ) ⊆ supp(σ A ) and ∞ otherwise. The conditional von Neumann entropy of A given B for ρ AB ∈ S(AB) is defined as
The mutual information between A and B for ρ AB ∈ S(AB) is given by
Note that we can also write
Smooth Entropies. We now give the definitions of the smooth entropy measures that we need in this work. We define the max-relative entropy of ρ A ∈ S ≤ (A) with respect to σ A ∈ P(A) as [15] 
The conditional min-entropy of A given B for ρ AB ∈ S ≤ (AB) is defined as
In the special case where B is trivial, we get H min (A) ρ = − log ρ A ∞ . The max-information that B has about A for ρ AB ∈ S ≤ (AB) is defined as [7] I max (A :
Note that, unlike the mutual information, the max-information is not symmetric in its arguments. 2 Smooth entropy measures are defined by extremizing the non-smooth measures over a set of nearby states, where our notion of "nearby" is expressed in terms of the purified distance. The smooth max-information that B has about A for ρ AB ∈ S ≤ (AB) is defined as
In contrast to the non-smooth case, the smooth max-information is approximately symmetric in its arguments. 
and the same holds for A and B interchanged.
For technical reasons, we also need the following entropic quantities. For ε ≥ 0, and ρ A ∈ S ≤ (A), the max-entropy and its smooth version are defined as
Furthermore, the zero-Rényi entropy and its smooth version are defined as
Since all Hilbert spaces in this paper are assumed to be finite dimensional and the ball B ε is convex and compact [52] , we can replace the infima by minima and the suprema by maxima in all the definitions of this section. We will do so in what follows.
IV. CLASSICALLY COHERENT STATE MERGING AND STATE SPLITTING
We first establish "one-shot" protocols for state merging and state splitting of classically coherent quantum states. The classical state splitting protocol established in this section will then be the basis for the universal measurement compression protocol discussed in the next section.
Definition 2 (State Merging for Classically Coherent States). Consider a bipartite system with parties Alice and Bob. Let ε > 0, and ρ X A X B BR ∈ V(X A X B BR) be classically coherent on X A X B with respect to the basis {|x }, where Alice controls X A , Bob X B B, and R is a reference system.
A quantum protocol E is called an ε-error state merging of ρ X A X B BR if it consists of applying local operations at Alice's side, sendingubits from Alice to Bob, local operations at Bob's side, and it outputs a state ω
where
is a maximally entangled state of Schmidt rank E. The quantity q is called the quantum communication cost, and e = log E the entanglement gain. 
The operation P is a permutation of states in the orthonormal basis {|x } of X A , and it also splits X A into two subsystems. The operation V is an isometry guaranteed by Uhlmann's theorem to complete the merging task, while also generating entanglement between Alice and Bob.
Lemma 2. Let ε > 0, and ρ X A X B BR ∈ V(X A X B BR) be classically coherent on X A X B with respect to the basis {|x }. Then there exists an ε-error state merging protocol for ρ X A X B BR with quantum communication cost
and entanglement gain
Proof. The intuition is as follows. First Alice applies a particular permutation P X A →X A 1 X A 2 in the basis {|x } x∈X A ; it also splits the output into two subsystems X A 1 and X A 2 . Then she sends X A 2 to Bob, who finally performs a local isometry V X A 2 X B B→X B X B BB 1 . After Alice applies the permutation, the state on X A 1 R is approximately given by
Bob holds a purification of this. But
, and since all purifications are equivalent up to local isometries, there exists an isometry V X A 2 X B B→X B X B BB 1 on Bob's side that
. Figure 2 depicts this protocol.
More formally, let X
ε . According to Proposition 27 concerning permutation based extractors, there exists a permutation
By an upper bound of the purified distance in terms of the trace distance (Lemma 24), this implies
Alice applies this permutation P X A →X A 1 X A 2 and then sends X A 2 to Bob; therefore
Uhlmann's theorem [36, 55] guarantees that there exists an isometry
Hence the entanglement gain is given by
Now if ρ X A has full rank, this is already what we want. In general log tr ρ 0
But in this case we can restrict X A to the subspace XÂ on which ρ X A has full rank, i.e. those x for which p x = 0.
Definition 3 (State Splitting for Classically Coherent States).
Consider a bipartite scenario with parties Alice and Bob. Let ε > 0, and ρ AX A X A R ∈ V(AX A X A R) be classically coherent on X A X A with respect to the basis {|x }, where Alice controls AX A X A , and R is a reference system.
be a maximally entangled state of Schmidt rank E shared between Alice and Bob. A quantum protocol E is called an ε-error state splitting of ρ AX A X A R if it consists of applying local operations at Alice's side, sendingubits from Alice to Bob, local operations at Bob's side, and it outputs a state ω
The quantity q is called the quantum communication cost, and e = log E the entanglement cost.
Lemma 3. Let ε > 0, and ρ AX A X A R ∈ V(AX A X A R) be classically coherent on X A X A with respect to the basis {|x }. Then there exists an ε-error state splitting protocol for ρ AX A X A R with quantum communication cost and entanglement cost
Proof. We get the desired state splitting protocol by time-reversing the state merging protocol of Lemma 2 and interchanging the roles of Alice and Bob. Figure 3 (a) depicts the state splitting protocol for classically coherent states. More precisely, we first define an isometry (28) in the state merging protocol. Because all isometries are injective, we can define an inverse of V acting on the image of V (which we denote by Im(V )).
The inverse is again an isometry and we denote it by V
The protocol starts by measuring the AX A X A A 1 systems to decide whether ρ AX A X A ⊗ φ E A 1 ∈ Im(V ) or not. If so, the protocol proceeds by applying the isometry V
X A A , but otherwise the state is discarded and replaced with |0 0| X A 2 X A A . This step is necessary because the output of merging is not exactly ρ AX A X A R . The next step is to send X A 2 to Bob, who then applies the permutation P
. By the monotonicity of the purified distance, we get a state that is ε-close to
If we are not concerned with the coherence of the registers X A and X B shared between Alice and Bob, then the protocol given above (Lemma 3) also works if the entanglement assistance and the quantum communication are replaced by the same amount of shared randomness assistance and classical communication, respectively. More precisely, we define:
Definition 4 (Classical State Splitting of Classically Coherent States). Consider a bipartite system with parties Alice and Bob. Let ε > 0, and ρ AX A X A R ∈ V(AX A X A R) be classically coherent on X A X A with respect to the basis {|x }, where Alice controls AX A X A , and R is a reference system.
denote S bits of shared randomness shared between Alice and Bob. A quantum protocol E is called an ε-error classical state splitting of ρ AX A X A R if it consists of applying local operations at Alice's side, sending c bits from Alice to Bob, local operations at Bob's side, and it outputs a state ω
The quantity c is called the classical communication cost, and s = log S shared randomness cost.
Using the achievability of state splitting of classically coherent states (Lemma 3) we get the following.
Corollary 4. Let ε > 0, and ρ AX A X A R ∈ V(AX A X A R) be classically coherent on X A X A with respect to the basis {|x }. Then there exists a classical ε-error state splitting protocol for ρ AX A X A R with classical communication cost
and shared randomness cost
Proof. Note that it is sufficient to find a protocol for state splitting of classically coherent states (as in Definition 3) that only works up to random phase flips on the X B register. These random phase flips then commute with the action of the permutation that takes systems B 1 and X A 2 to X B . Thus, if we use the protocol for state splitting of classically coherent states described before (Lemma 3), random phase flips on X B are the same as random phase flips on X A 2 B 1 before the
is applied. Since random phase flips on B 1 just transform the maximally entangled state φ A 1 B 1 to shared randomness φ X A 1 X B 1 of the same size (with the relabeling of
, and they dephase the quantum system X A 2 to a classical system, the protocol of Lemma 3 also works for classical state splitting of classically coherent states.
Note that the above idea is similar to how Hsieh et al. recovered the Holevo-SchumacherWestmoreland coding theorem for classical communication from a protocol for entanglementassisted classical communication [32] , simply by dephasing shared entanglement to common randomness and replacing random unitaries with random permutations.
However, the classical communication cost of this protocol is not yet optimal (for the general one-shot case considered here). To improve this, we use an idea from a recent proof of the quantum reverse Shannon theorem, and Theorem 6 demonstrates that the rate found in terms of the smooth max-information is essentially optimal. The following lemma is the crucial ingredient for the proof of our main result: universal measurement compression (Theorem 7).
Theorem 5. Let ε > 0, ε ≥ 0, and ρ AX A X A R ∈ V(AX A X A R) be classically coherent on X A X A with respect to the basis {|x }. Then there exists a classical
where c denotes the classical communication cost, and s the shared randomness cost.
Proof. The idea for the protocol is as follows. Let ρ AX
First, in our proof, we disregard all the x with p x ≤ |X A | −2 . This introduces an error |X A | −1/2 , but the error at the end of the protocol is still upper bounded by |X A | −1/2 due to the monotonicity of the purified distance. As the next step, we let Alice perform a measurement W X A →X A Y A with roughly 2 · log |X A | measurement outcomes in the basis {|x } x∈X A . That is, the state after the measurement is of the form
where the index y indicates which measurement outcome occurs, q y denotes its probability, and ρ y AX A X A R is the corresponding post-measurement state. Then conditioned on the index y, we use the classical state splitting protocol for classically coherent states from Lemma 4 for each state ρ y AX A X A R , and denote the corresponding classical communication cost and shared randomness cost by c y and s y , respectively. The total amount of classical communication we need for this is no larger than max y c y , plus the amount needed to send the register Y A (which is of order log log |X A |). The sum cost is no larger than max y c y + s y (along with the amount for sending Y A ). This completes the description of the classical state splitting protocol for ρ AX A X A R . All that remains to do is to bring the expression for the classical communication cost and the sum cost into the right form. In the following, we describe the proof in detail.
and for y = 0, 1, . . . , (Q − 1) as
These define a measurement
where the vectors |y Y A form an orthonormal basis, and Y A is at Alice's side. Furthermore let
and define the sub-normalized statē
We have
We proceed by defining the operations that we need for the classical state splitting protocol for ρ AX A X A R . We want to use the ε-error classical state splitting protocol from Corollary 4 for each ρ y AX A X A R . For y = 0, 1, . . . , Q this protocol has a classical communication cost
and sum cost
where s y denotes the shared randomness cost. be the local operations at Alice's and Bob's side respectively, that put shared randomness of size
We are now ready to put the steps together and give the protocol for classical state splitting of Figure 4 ). Alice applies the measurement
and the isometry
Afterwards she sends X A 2 and Y A , that is c ≤ max
bits to Bob (and we now rename X A 2 to X B 2 and Y A to Y B ). Then Bob applies
followed by the isometry
We obtain a sub-normalized state
By the (quasi) convexity of the purified distance in its arguments (Lemma 25), and the monotonicity of the purified distance under partial trace, we have
Hence, we have shown the existence of an ε-error classical state splitting protocol forρ AX A X A R with classical communication cost as in (52) . But by the monotonicity of the purified distance, and the triangle inequality for the purified distance, this implies the existence of an ε + |X A | −1/2 -error classical state splitting protocol for ρ AX A X A R , with the same classical communication cost as in (52) .
We now proceed by simplifying (52) . We have H 0 (X A ) ρ y ≤ H min (X A ) ρ y + 1 for y = 0, 1, . . . , Q as can be seen as follows:
where λ min (ρ y X A ) denotes the smallest non-zero eigenvalue of ρ
and this is equivalent to the claim. Hence, we get an (ε + |X A | −1/2 )-error classical state splitting protocol for ρ AX A X A R with classical communication cost
Using a lower bound for the max-information in terms of min-entropies (Lemma 13), and the behaviour of the max-information under projective measurements (Lemma 14) this simplifies to c ≤ max
Furthermore, it easily seen from (49) that
As the last step, we reduce the classical communication and shared randomness cost by smoothing the max-information and the zero-Rényi entropy in (62) and (63), respectively. For that, we do not apply the protocol as described above to the state ρ AX A X A R , but pretend that we have another
then apply the protocol forρ AX A X A R . By the monotonicity of the purified distance, the additional error term from this is upper bounded by √ 8ε + ε , and by the triangle inequality for the purified distance this results in a total accuracy of ε + ε + √ 8ε + |X A | −1/2 . We now proceed by defininḡ
Furthermore, since the zero-Rényi entropy can be smoothed by applying a projection (Lemma 22), there exists Π X A ∈ P(X A ) with Π X A ≤ 1 X A such that 
and by (65) the sum cost (63) becomes
For completeness we also state a converse for the classical communication cost of classical state splitting of classically coherent states.
Theorem 6. Let ε ≥ 0, ε > 0, and ρ AX A X A R ∈ V ≤ (H AX A X A R ) be classically coherent on X A X A with respect to the basis {|x } x∈X A X A . Then the classical communication cost for any ε-error classical state splitting protocol for ρ AX A X A R is lower bounded by 3
Proof. We have a look at the correlations between Bob and the reference by analyzing the maxinformation that Bob has about the reference (recall that this will be a max-information of the form I max (R : B) where R is the reference system and B here is a general label for whatever Bob's system is). At the beginning of any protocol, there is no register at Bob's side correlated with the reference and therefore the max-information that Bob has about the reference is zero.
Since back communication is not allowed, we can assume that the protocol for state splitting has the following form: applying local operations at Alice's side, sending bits from Alice to Bob and then applying local operations at Bob's side. Local operations at Alice's side have no influence on the max-information that Bob has about the reference. By sending c bits from Alice to Bob, the max-information that Bob has about the reference can increase, but at most by c (Corollary 18).
By applying local operations at Bob's side, the max-information that Bob has about the reference can only decrease (Lemma 12). So the max-information that Bob has about the reference is upper bounded by c. Therefore, any state ω X B R at the end of a state splitting protocol must satisfy
by the definition of ε-error state splitting (Definition 3). Using the definition of the smooth max-information, and that the smooth max-information is approximately symmetric in its arguments (Lemma 1), we obtain the bound in the statement of the theorem.
V. UNIVERSAL MEASUREMENT COMPRESSION
In this section, we establish our main result: feedback and non-feedback universal measurement compression. Theorem 7 characterizes the trade-off between shared randomness and classical communication required to simulate many instances of a measurement on an arbitrary input state in such a way that both the sender and receiver obtain the outcomes of the measurement (feedback simulation), and Theorem 10 characterizes the trade-off for the non-feedback case when only the receiver is required to get the outcomes of the measurement.
Definition 5 (One-shot Measurement Compression). Consider a bipartite system with parties Alice and Bob. Let δ ≥ 0, and M : L(H A ) → L(H X ) be a quantum-classical channel, with quantum input A and classical output X. A quantum protocol P is a one-shot feedback measurement compression for M with error δ if it consists of using s bits of shared randomness, applying local operations at Alice's side, sending c classical bits from Alice to Bob, applying local operations at Bob's side, and
is a classical copying map,
ensuring that both Alice and Bob obtain the measurement outcome. The quantity c is called the classical communication cost, and s is the shared randomness cost. For the case of a non-feedback measurement compression, we only require the following condition to hold
because Alice does not need to recover the output of the simulation in this case. 4 
Definition 6 (Universal Measurement Compression
channel. An asymptotic measurement compression for M is a sequence of one-shot measurement compressions P n for M ⊗n with error δ n , such that lim n→∞ δ n = 0. The classical communication rate is lim sup n→∞ log cn n and the shared randomness rate is lim sup n→∞ log sn n (where c n and s n denote the corresponding costs for the one-shot measurement compressions). 
4 If we state the task of measurement compression as being that a verifier who is given the reference system and classical output should not be able to distinguish the true channel from the simulation, then we should also demand that the common randomness and classical communication be private from the verifier. 5 Note that the two maxima in (72) and (73) can be achieved for different states.
where ρ AR ∈ V(AR) is a purification of the input state ρ A ∈ S(A). Or equivalently, for a given shared randomness rate S, the optimal rate of classical communication is equal to
In particular, when sufficient shared randomness is available, the rate of classical communication is given by
Proof. We first show that the right-hand side of (72) is a lower bound on the classical communication rate, and that (73) is a lower bound on the sum rate (Propositition 8). Then we show that these lower bounds can be achieved (Proposition 9). The general rate trade-off in (72)- (73) and (74) immediately follows, since the shared randomness can always be created by classical communication.
Proposition 8 (Converse). Let M : L(A) → L(X) be a quantum to classical channel. Then we
have for any asymptotic measurement compression for M that
where ρ AR ∈ V(AR) is a purification of the input state ρ A ∈ S(A).
Proof. This proposition follows from the converse for the case of a fixed IID source [ 
Proof. We show the existence of a sequence of one-shot feedback measurement compressions P n for M ⊗n with asymptotically vanishing error ε n , a classical communication rate cn n as in (78), and a shared randomness rate sn n such that the sum rate becomes as in (79). Without loss of generality, we choose P n to be permutation covariant. 6 The post-selection technique for quantum channels (Proposition 28) then applies and upper bounds the error by
where ζ n ARR is a purification of the de Finetti state ζ n AR = ψ ⊗n AR d(ψ AR ) with ψ AR ∈ V(AR), A ∼ = R and d(·) the measure on the normalized pure states on AR induced by the Haar measure on the unitary group acting on AR, normalized to d(·) = 1. Hence, it is sufficient to consider simulating the measurement on a purification of the de Finetti state:
up to an error o (n + 1) 1−|A| 2 in trace distance, for an asymptotic classical communication cost smaller than (78). For this, we consider a local Stinespring dilation U A→EX A X A of the measurement M A→X A at Alice's side, followed by classical state splitting of the resulting classically coherent
As mentioned above, this map can be made permutation invariant. For fixed ε n > 0, Theorem 5 then assures that the map outputs a state which is
close to (81) in trace distance, 7 for a classical communication cost
and a sum cost
6 By the following argument, every protocol can be made permutation covariant. To start with, Alice applies a random permutation π on the input system chosen according to some shared randomness. This is then followed by the original protocol (which might not yet be permutation covariant), and Bob who undoes the permutation by applying π −1 on the output system. The shared randomness cost of this procedure can be kept sub-linear in n by using randomness recycling as discussed in [2, Section IV. D]. 7 The trace distance is upper bounded by two times the purified distance (Lemma 24).
where the last two terms on the right in each of the above expressions come from the fact that log log |X A | n = log log |X A | + log n. We now analyse the asymptotic behaviour of (84) and (85).
By a dimension upper bound for the smooth max-information (Lemma 17), and the fact that we can assume |R | ≤ (n + 1) |A| 2 −1 (Proposition 28), we get c n ≤ I εn max (X A : R) ω + 2 · log (n + 1) |A| 2 −1 + 4 · log 1 ε n + 4 + log log |X A | + log n .
By a corollary of Carathéodory's theorem (Lemma 29), we write
where σ i AR ∈ V(AR), I = {1, 2, . . . , (n + 1) 2|A||R|−2 }, and {p i } i∈I a probability distribution. Using a quasi-convexity property of the smooth max-information (Lemma 19), and for χ = 2 · log (n + 1)
we obtain
where the last maximum ranges over all ρ AR ∈ V(AR). From the asymptotic equipartition property for the smooth max-information (Lemma 23) we obtain
where ξ(ε n ) = 8
we get an asymptotic classical communication cost of
for a vanishing asymptotic error (80), (83), (93):
Furthermore, we estimate the asymptotic behaviour of the sum cost (85) by using (87) and a quasiconvexity property of the smooth zero-Rényi entropy (Lemma 20). For χ = 2 + log log |X A | + log n we get
where ρ A ∈ S(A). By the equivalence of the smooth zero-Rényi entropy and the smooth maxentropy (Lemma 21), and the asymptotic equipartition property for the smooth max-entropy (Lemma 23), we arrive at
where ρ A ∈ S(A). By employing (93), we get for the asymptotic limit
where ρ A ∈ S(A). 
where the state β W XR has the form
is a purification of the input state ρ A ∈ S(H A ), and the union is with respect to all decompositions of the measurement M in terms of internal measurements N = {N w } and conditional post-processing distributions q x|w . That is, for all states σ, it should hold that
Or equivalently, for a given shared randomness rate S, the optimal rate of classical communication is equal to
By the data processing inequality for the mutual information, it holds that I(W : R) β ≥ I(X :
, and hence, the classical communication cost can only increase compared to a feedback simulation (Theorem 7). However, if the savings in common randomness consumption are larger than the increase in classical communication cost, then there is an advantage to performing a non-feedback simulation. It follows from the considerations in [40, 57] that the rate trade-offs (74) and (105) Proof. We see from the converse for the case of a fixed IID source [57, Theorem 9] , that the righthand side of (101) is a lower bound on the classical communication rate, and that (102) is a lower bound on the sum rate. This is because the asymptotic non-feedback measurement compression must work in particular for any fixed IID input state ρ ⊗n A (as n → ∞). As the next step, we show that these lower bounds can be achieved. The general rate trade-off in (101)-(102) and (105) then immediately follows, since shared randomness can always be created by classical communication.
The idea for the achievability part is as follows. Given a particular decomposition of the measurement M = {M x } as w q x|w · N w as stated above, Alice and Bob just use a feedback measurement compression protocol (as in the proof of Theorem 7) to simulate the measurement N = {N w }. This is followed by a local simulation of the classical map q x|w at no cost at Bob's side. Finally, Alice and Bob can use randomness recycling to extract H min (W |RX) β bits of shared randomness back [2] . In the one-shot case, this leads to a classical communication cost of I max (W : R) β , and a sum cost I max (W : RX) β . For technical reasons, we smooth the states using typical projectors (see Appendix E for background on typical projectors) and arrive at the rates given in the statement of the theorem.
Let {q x|w , N ω } be a fixed decomposition of M. As in the feedback case (Theorem 7) we employ the post-selection technique (Proposition 28) to upper bound the error for one-shot non-feedback compressions P n for M ⊗n by
where ζ n ARR is a purification of the de Finetti state ζ n AR = ψ 
up to an error o (n + 1) 1−|A| 2 in trace distance, for an asymptotic simulation cost smaller than in (101) and (102). For this, the idea is to consider a local Stinespring dilation V A→EW A W A of the measurement N A→W A at Alice's side, followed by classical state splitting of the resulting classically coherent state (along Theorem 5). Let V n
However, Alice and Bob will not execute the protocol with respect to the state ω n EW A W A RR directly, but they will do so with respect to another pure, sub-normalized stateγ n EW A W A RR that is also classically coherent on W A W A with respect to the basis {|w } w∈W A , and such that
for some ε n > 0. By a corollary of Carathéodory's theorem (Lemma 29), we write
where σ i AR ∈ V(H AR ), I = {1, 2, . . . , (n + 1) 2|A||R|−2 }, and {p i } i∈I a probability distribution. From this, we define
as well as its reduction as a classical-quantum state γ i,n W A R on the systems W n A R n :
for some distribution p W n |i (w n |i). On this state, we act with typical projectors to flatten its spectrum as we need, defining the projected stateγ i,n W A R as follows:
where Π W n |i δ is a typical projector corresponding to the distribution p W n |i (w n |i), Π n γ i,w n ,δ is a conditionally typical projector corresponding to the conditional state γ i,w n on the system R n , and
is a typical projector corresponding to the state γ 
for some ε n > 0 and sufficiently large n. The equivalence of the trace distance and the purified distance (Lemma 24) together with Uhlmann's theorem then imply the existence of some subnormalized pure stateγ
Hence, we get by (111) and (109) that
is ε n -close to ω n EW A W A R in purified distance. By features of the purified distance [52, Chapter 3] , and the equivalence of the trace distance and the purified distance (Lemma 24), we then get that there exists an extensionγ n EW A W A RR ofγ n EW A W A R with the desired properties such that (110) holds.
Alice and Bob will now act with a classical state splitting protocol for W A W A with respect to the classically coherent stateγ n EW A W A RR . However, we do not directly use our result about classical state splitting (Theorem 5), but instead employ a non-smooth version that is implicit in the proof of Theorem 5. It follows from (61) and (62) that for an (ε n + |W A | −n )-error (in purified distance) classical state splitting protocol for W A W A , a classical communication cost
is achievable, and it follows from (49) and (63) that the sum cost becomes
where the measurement outcomes y are with respect to the pre-processing measurement defined in (42) . This provides Bob with the measurement outcomes of N for the fixed de Finetti type input state ζ ARR , and a total error of (3 · ε n + 2 · |W A | −n ) in trace distance. A local simulation of the classical map q x n |w n at no cost at Bob's side then provides Bob with the measurement outcomes of M as desired (again for the fixed de Finetti type input state ζ ARR and the same error). However, the sum cost of this non-feedback measurement simulation can be reduced by invoking an additional randomness recycling step as in Ref. [2] . We do this by having Alice and Bob apply, conditioned on y, a strong classical min-entropy extractor on W against the (quantum) side information XRR (Proposition 27), and this lowers the sum cost to
for an additional error ε n in trace distance, leading to a total error of
in trace distance. The min-entropy extractor is performed with respect to the following typical projected state, in order to increase the amount of randomness that can be extracted:
In the rest of the proof, we bring the classical communication cost (118) and the sum cost (119) into the right form, and show that the asymptotic error for the measurement simulation (106) becomes zero. By the behavior of the max-information under projective measurements (Corollary 14), a dimension upper bound for the max-information (Lemma 17), the fact that we can assume
, and a quasi-convexity property of the max-information (Lemma 19), we
where χ = 2 · log (n + 1) |A| 2 −1 + log (n + 1) 2|A||R|−2 + 4 · log 1 ε n + 4 + log log |W A | + log n .
By an upper bound on the max-information (Lemma 13), and a lower bound on the conditional min-entropy (Lemma 11), this can be estimated to be
By (114), as well as the properties of typical projectors (see Appendix E), we get
where ρ AR ∈ V(H AR ), c is a constant, and δ > 0 is the typicality tolerance.
By choosing
we finally get an asymptotic classical communication cost of
where ρ AR ∈ V(H AR ), β W A R is as in (103), and a vanishing asymptotic error (106), (121),
For the sum cost (119) we get by the definition of the measurement in (42) with outcomes y, and a line of argument as in (58) that
where we used a lower bound on the max-information (Lemma 13), as well as a dimension upper bound for the max-information (Lemma 17), and the fact that |R | ≤ (n+1) |A| 2 −1 (Proposition 28).
Using similar arguments (see Appendix E) as in the estimation of the classical communication cost, we arrive at
where ρ AR ∈ V(H AR ), and β W A RX A is as in (103). By minimizing over all decompositions of the measurement M as in (104), the claim follows.
VI. EXTENSIONS AND APPLICATIONS
a. Structured State Splitting Scheme The state splitting protocol presented in Theorem 5 has the drawback that the permutations U y used by Bob must be chosen at random and little is known about the structure of the unitaries V y . We can remedy this by basing the state splitting protocol used in Theorem 5 on a modified state merging protocol instead of that in Lemma 2. The new protocol has the advantage that Alice's classical operation P (recall that the roles are reversed) is a linear function rather than an arbitrary permutation, though still randomly-chosen, and Bob's unitary operation V is based on the decoder of an information reconciliation protocol. We now give a sketch of this modified state merging protocol.
The protocol is based on the observation from [8, 45] that state merging is a by-product of an entanglement distillation protocol in which Alice measures the stabilizers of a Calderbank-ShorSteane (CSS) code such that, given the resulting (classical) syndrome results, Bob could determine both the amplitude (logical X value) and phase (logical Z value) 8 of Alice's remaining encoded system by using his systems. Indeed, for state merging of classically coherent states such as ρ X A X B BR in Lemma 2, the situation is considerably simpler since Bob can already determine the amplitude of Alice's system X A by measuring X B . For simplicity, let us regard X A as a collection of k = log |X A | qubits.
Thus, from the analysis of [8, 45] , all that remains is for Alice to measure a sufficient number of phase stabilizers from an error-correcting code to enable Bob to determine the phase of her encoded systems by using the syndromes and his systems X B and B, with probability of error at most . Use of a linear code ensures that Alice does not damage Bob's amplitude information in the course of trying to increase his phase information. Since the task at hand is equivalent to information reconciliation, the number of phase stabilizers needed for this purpose is no more than H max ( X A |X B B) ρ + 2 log 1 + 4 [46] , where X A denotes the phase observable conjugate to the amplitude observable X A .
To measure the phase stabilizers, Alice can apply a suitable unitary operation to all of her systems and then simply measure the phases of a certain subset of the outputs which correspond to the stabilizers [41] . But for stablizer codes, this unitary just implements a linear transformation in the phase basis of the k qubits, which can equally well be regarded as a linear transformation in the amplitude basis {|x } x∈X A . Therefore, just as in the original protocol, Alice applies a "classical" transformation of her system and sends one part of the output to Bob.
For his part, Bob can complete the state merging protocol by coherently implementing the decoder from the information reconciliation protocol, a construction of which based on the pretty good measurement is given in [46] .
Finally, the number of entangled systems generated in the state merging protocol is equal to the number of systems left at Alice's side, or
shows that this is in fact greater than H min (X A |R) ρ − 2 log 1 − 4. Thus, the stabilizer-based state merging protocol achieves the same costs as the state merging protocol of Lemma 2 (up to terms of order log 1 ).
b. Fixed IID Source The case of a fixed IID source also follows easily from our analysis. We can simply apply the one-shot protocol from Theorem 5 to the case of a fixed IID source and then invoke the asymptotic equipartition property for the smooth max-information and the smooth max-entropy. In this way, we provide an alternative proof of this special case that avoids the use of typical projectors and the operator Chernoff bound [60] . [60] ). We note that our protocol here already functions as an instrument compression protocol due to our use of the classical state splitting protocol as a coding primitive.
d. Universal Measurement Compression with Quantum Side Information We briefly mention
that there is no point in considering a protocol for universal measurement compression with quantum side information (similar to the observation in Section 6.3 of [18] ). In such a scenario, the receiver would obtain some quantum side information correlated with the state on which the measurement should be simulated (see [57] for the case of measurement compression with quantum side information for a fixed IID source). Though, since a universal protocol should simulate the measurement with respect to an arbitrary input state, a special case of this input is one in which the quantum side information and input state are in a product state. Thus, the universal protocol given here is suitable for this case. This occurs simply because our simulation is with respect to the diamond norm, and the diamond norm is known to be robust under tensoring with other systems upon which the channel of interest does not act.
Another way to see this is that one could imagine devising a protocol for which quantum side information is taken into account. Based on the results in Ref. [57] , we would expect the rate of classical communication for such a protocol to be equal to the following information quantity:
, where ρ AB ∈ S(AB) is an input state with quantum side information in the system B, and ρ RAB ∈ V(RAB) is a purification of ρ AB . Though, as shown in Theorem 16
of [18] , the above information quantity is actually equal to the information quantity in (5), so that there is no improvement in the communication rate from the availability of quantum side information.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have justified the information-theoretic measure in (5) There are a number of open questions to consider going forward from here. Given that there are applications of "information gain" or "entropy reduction" in thermodynamics [35] and quantum feedback control [21] , it would be interesting to explore whether the quantity in (5) has some application in these domains. Also, Buscemi et al. showed that the static measure of information gain in (3) plays a role in quantifying the trade-off between information extraction and disturbance [9] , and it would be interesting to determine if there is a role in this setting for the information quantity in (5).
Lemma 11. [47, Lemma 3.1.10] Let ρ AB ∈ S ≤ (H AB ). Then we have that
The max-mutual information is monotone under local operations.
Lemma 12.
[7, Lemma B.14] Let ρ AB ∈ S ≤ (AB), and let E be a quantum channel of the form
Then we have that
The max-information can be upper and lower bounded in terms of entropies.
Lemma 13. [7, Lemma B.10] Let ρ AB ∈ S ≤ (AB). Then we have that
H R (ρ) is defined as the negative logarithm of the smallest eigenvalue of ρ on its support [7] .
The following lemma is about the behavior of the max-information under projective measurements.
Lemma 14.
[7, Corollary B.16] Let ρ AB ∈ S ≤ (AB), and let P = P i A i∈I be a collection of projectors that describe a projective measurement on A. For tr P i A ρ A = 0, let p i = tr P i A ρ A , and
where the maximum ranges over all i for which ρ i AB is defined.
Lemma 15. Let ε ≥ 0, and let ρ XR ∈ S(XR) be classical on X with respect to the basis {|x } x∈X .
Then there existsρ XR ∈ B ε (ρ XR ) classical on X with respect to the basis {|x } x∈X such that
Proof. This is standard and can be proven exactly as in [52, Proposition 5.8] .
We need the following monotonicity of the max-information.
Lemma 16. Let ρ AR ∈ S(AR), and Π A ∈ P(A) with Π A ≤ 1 A . Then we have that
Proof. Let σ R ∈ S(R), and let λ ∈ R be such that I max (A :
Then we have that λ · ρ A ⊗ σ R ≥ ρ AR , and with this
The following is a bound on the increase of the smooth max-information when an additional subsystem is added.
Lemma 17. [7, Lemma B.9] Let ε ≥ 0, and let ρ ABR ∈ S(ABR). Then we have that
The following is a strengthening of the bound in Lemma 17 when the additional system is classical.
Lemma 18. Let ρ ABX ∈ S(ABX) be classical on H X with respect to the basis {|x } x∈X . Then we have that
Proof. Let σ B ∈ S(B) be such that
that is, µ ∈ R is minimal such that µ·ρ A ⊗σ B ≥ ρ AB . This implies µ·ρ A ⊗σ B ⊗ 
Thus, it follows that λ ≤ µ · |X|, and from this we get
The smooth max-information is quasi-convex in its argument in the following sense.
Lemma 19. [7, Lemma B.18] Let ε ≥ 0, and let ρ AB = i∈I p i ρ i AB ∈ S ≤ (AB) with ρ i AB ∈ S ≤ (AB) for i ∈ I. Then we have that
The following is a quasi-convexity property of the zero-Rényi entropy. 
The smooth max-entropy and smooth zero-Rényi entropy are equivalent in the following sense.
Lemma 21. Let ε > 0, ε ≥ 0, and ρ A ∈ S(A). Then we have that
Proof. Since the (unconditional) max-entropy is the Rényi entropy of order 1/2, the first inequality just follows from the ordering of the Rényi entropies [42, 48] .
The idea for the proof of the second inequality is from the supplementary material [6, Lemma 
and furthermore
where we used the triangle inequality for the purified distance, and a gentle measurement lemma for the purified distance (Lemma 26). Thus, we have
The zero-Rényi entropy can be smoothed by applying a projection.
Lemma 22. Let ε ≥ 0, and let ρ A ∈ S(A). Then there exists Π A ∈ P(A) with Π A ≤ 1 A , diagonal in any eigenbasis of ρ A ,
and Π A ρ A Π A ∈ B √ 4ε (ρ A ).
Proof. The idea for the proof is from the supplementary material [6, Lemma 14] . Let σ A ∈ B ε (ρ A )
such that H ε 0 (A) ρ = H 0 (A) σ . It follows from the supplementary material [6, Lemma 8] , that σ A can be taken to be diagonal in any eigenbasis of ρ A . Definē
where {·} denotes the positive part of an operator. This impliesσ A ≤ σ A , and we then have H ε 0 (A) ρ ≥ H 0 (A)σ. Sinceσ A and ρ A also have the same eigenbasis, it follows that there exists Π A ∈ P(A) with Π A ≤ 1 A such thatσ A = Π A ρ A Π A . Furthermore, we get by the equivalence of the trace distance and the purified distance (Lemma 24) that
The fully quantum asymptotic equipartition property for the smooth max-information and the smooth max-entropy is as follows. 
where ξ(ε) = 8 √ 13 − 4 · log ε · (2 + 1 2 · log |A|), and η(ε) = 4 √ 1 − 2 · log ε · (2 + 1 2 · log |A|).
Appendix B: Misc Lemmas
The following gives lower and upper bounds to the purified distance in terms of the trace distance.
Lemma 24. [54, Lemma 6] Let ρ, σ ∈ S ≤ (A). Then we have that
The purified distance is convex in its arguments in the following sense.
Lemma 25. [7, Lemma A.3] Let ρ i A , σ i A ∈ S ≤ (A) be with ρ i A ≈ ε σ i A for i ∈ I, and {p i } i∈I a probability distribution. Then we have that
The following is a gentle measurement lemma for the purified distance.
Lemma 26. [6, Lemma 7] Let ρ A ∈ S(A), and Π A ∈ P(A) with Π A ≤ 1 A . Then we have that
Appendix C: Extractors Based on Permutations
The following proposition concerns permutation-based extractors (operations that extract uniform randomness independent of an adversary's information), and it is critical in establishing our protocol for state merging of classically coherent states.
Proposition 27. [51, Section 5.2] Let ρ XR ∈ S(XR) be classical on X with respect to {|x } x∈X , and X = X 1 X 2 . Then we have that
where P(X) denotes the group of permutations matrices on H X with respect to {|x } x∈X , defined as P (π)|x = |π(x) for π ∈ S |X| , the symmetric group on {1, 2, . . . , |X|}.
Appendix D: The Post-Selection Technique
The following proposition lies at the heart of the post-selection technique for quantum channels.
Proposition 28.
[10] Let ε > 0, and let E n A and F n A be quantum channels from L(A ⊗n ) to L(B). If there exists a quantum channel K π for any permutation π such that (E n A −F n A )•π = K π •(E n A −F n A ), then E n A and F n A are ε-close whenever AR ∈ V(AR), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , (n + 1) 2|A||R|−2 }, and {p i } a probability distribution.
for some orthonormal basis {|x } x . Then there is a typical subspace defined as follows:
and let Π n ρ,δ denote the projector onto it. Then properties analogous to (E2-E4) hold for the typical subspace. The probability that a tensor power state ρ ⊗n is in the typical subspace approaches unity as n becomes large, the rank of the typical projector is exponentially smaller than the rank of the full n-fold tensor-product Hilbert space of ρ ⊗n , and the state ρ ⊗n "looks" approximately maximally mixed on the typical subspace: 
where H(B) is the entropy of ρ.
Suppose now that we have an ensemble of the form {p X (x), ρ x }, and suppose that we generate a typical sequence x n according to a "pruned" distribution (defined as a normalized version of p X n (x n ) with support on its typical set and zero otherwise), leading to a tensor product state ρ x n ≡ ρ x 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρ xn . Then there is a conditionally typical subspace with a conditionally typical projector defined as follows:
where I x ≡ {i : x i = x} is an indicator set that selects the indices i in the sequence x n for which the i th symbol x i is equal to x ∈ X and Π Ix ρx,δ is the typical projector for the state ρ x . The conditionally typical subspace has the three following properties: 
where H(B|X) = x p X (x)H(ρ x ) is the conditional quantum entropy.
Let ρ be the expected density operator of the ensemble {p X (x), ρ x } so that ρ = x p X (x)ρ x .
The following properties are proved in Refs. [19, 56, 58] :
